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Abstract
The following short article deals with an unpublished comment W. Bang wrote on a pas-
sage from “Des Minnesangs Frühling”. Bang was sending this short note for a journal 
edited by E. Schröder who used it for his own comment of the same passage but without 
referring to Bang.
On various occasions – for example, in the discussion of W. Bang’s “Études Az- 
tèques I.”1 and in the introduction to Bang’s correspondence with H. Winkler, an 
Ural-Altaic philologist2 – I have remarked on the versatility of this unusual scholar. 
While nowadays Bang is known mainly as a Turcologist – or rather, as one of the 
founders of modern Turcology – as well as for his contributions to both English 
and Iranian studies, few are aware of his role as researcher and teacher in the field 
of German studies. Bang’s surviving letters are evidence of a frequent and compre-
hensive exchange with many leading scholars of his time, among them E. Schröder.3 
Parts of Schröder’s literary estate are preserved in the manuscript collection at 
the Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek at Göttingen,4 including a letter and three 
1 Van Tongerloo, Knüppel 2010; the text discusses the article “Études Aztèques I.” by “Wl. Ba-
ligny,” an acronym of Bang’s name (Baligny 1890). 
2 Knüppel, Van Tongerloo 2009.
3 The German Medievalist Edward Schröder (*18th May, 1858, Witzenhausen, †9th Feb., 1942, 
Göttingen) was appointed as professor ordinarius at the Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, 
in 1902.
4 Schröder’s literary estate is catalogued as “Cod. Ms. E. Schröder” in the manuscript collection, 
the “miscellany” quoted and discussed here has the call number “Cod. Ms. E. Schröder 1423”.
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postcards by Bang as well as a “manuscript” Bang sent to Schröder. The latter is 
actually a very short note, a single sheet of paper comprising only a few lines and 
carrying no information on when or where Bang wrote it. It was originally written 
as “miscellany” for the Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum und deutsche Literatur but 
for reasons unknown, it remained unpublished. One may assume that like many 
of Bang’s other writings it was simply not followed through in the turbulent years 
after Bang’s hurried departure from Belgium at the start of World War I.5 The text 
of the miscellany reads as follows:
Zu MF.6 18, 25 ff.
Die Stelle lautet bei Vogt, 1911, S 14:
Ich hōrte wīlent sagen ein mære,
das ist mīn aller bester trōst,
wie minne ein sælikeit ware
und des anderen schaden nie erkôs.7
Der letzte Vers fehlt in C, lautet vn anherschat nie erkōs in B, dessen Quelle wohl 
and’herschaft d. h. ander hērschaft las.
 Über die genaue Bedeutung von hērschaft liesse sich streiten; ich denke an „Herr-
lichkeit” und interpretire die Stelle: wer von der Minne befallen ist, kennt nichts höhere, 
vor ihr hat von je her alle andere Lust und Freude zurückgestanden.
W. Bang.8
In a not much more extensive miscellany of eleven lines, Schröder himself would 
later comment upon the selfsame passage and read parts of line 28 like Bang before – 
“an hêrschaft nie verkôs”9 – without, of course, referring to Bang.
The note discussed here is an example of Bang’s lesser known work within the 
field of German studies. While his writings on oriental languages and literatures 
are as well-known as his contributions to English studies – e.g. his Materialien zur 
5 After the outbreak of the war, Bang led a somewhat unsettled life before he moved to Berlin, 
where he was offered a professorship at the Ungarisches Institut at Berlin university in 1920. 
In those days, it had a minor “department” of Turkish Studies, which Bang chaired from then 
on. The miscellany seems to have been written before, since the correspondence between Bang 
and Schröder preserved in the manuscript collection (Cod. Ms. E. Schröder 35) dates to the 
years 1910 to 1918.
6 MF. = “Des Minnesangs Frühling” (cf. Lachmann, Haupt, Vogt 1911).
7 Cf. Vogt: “Ich hôrte wîlent sagen ein mære, daz ist mîn aller bester trôst, wie minn ein sælic 
arbeit wære und unversuochten nie erkôs” and n. 27: “K.] sælekeit L.” and n. 28: “K.] Unde harn-
schar H.”.
8 On MF. 18, 25 ff. In Vogt, 1911: 14, the passage reads: Ich hōrte wīlent sagen ein mære, das ist mīn 
aller bester trōst, wie minne ein sælikeit ware und des anderen schaden nie erkôs. The last line 
is missing in C, it reads vn anherschat nie erkōs B, the source may have read and’herschaft,i.e., 
ander hērschaft. The exact meaning of hērschaftis open to dispute; I think of “glory” and in-
terpret this passage as: He who is seized with courtly love knows nothing higher, since time 
immemorial, it has taken precedence over all other desires and pleasures. W. Bang.
9 Schröder 1932: 123.
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Kunde des älteren englischen Dramas − his comparatively few articles on German 
language and literature have fallen into oblivion. But it was in this field that the 
exceptional scholar proved to be especially creative: He wrote poems in German 
dialect which likewise are mostly forgotten today. Among the material Bang had 
probably compiled himself but left behind when leaving Leuven, were two pages of 
his poems, likely to have been privately printed to be distributed among friends and 
colleagues.10 Both those largely unknown samples of his poetry, conveying his interest 
in German dialects, and his comment on “Des Minnesangs Frühling” presented in 
this article demonstrate once more Bang’s versatility. At the same time, they raise 
our awareness of the numerous aspects of his work which are still unexplored and 
of the surprises which the nowadays scattered, surviving letters from a once vast 
correspondence may still hold.
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